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Physics-General

ABSTRACT

A description is given of the frequency-modulated oscillator end

its associated rf circuits as used in the l84-inch cyclotron for accelerating

deuterons to 190 million volts or alpha particles to 380 million volts. A

9C21 water cooled tube is used in a grounded-grid circuit which is tightly

coupled to the single-dee resonant circuit so that the oscillator follows

the frequency of the dee over the wide range required. During normal

operation the oscillator delivers approximately 20 kw of rf power to the dee

system at an efficiency of 60 per cent, giving 20 kv at the front of the

dee, although the osoillator is oapable of considerably more output. The

frequency is swept from 12.5 me to 9.0 me ap~roximately 100 times per second

by a rotating condenser conneoted to the dee by a half-wave transmission

line. Much of the history of the design, and reasons for choices made, are

given, as it is felt this may be useful to others designing frequency-modulated

oscillators for cyclotrons.

DESIGN OF THE RADIO-FREQUElifCY SYSTEM FOR THE 184-INCH CYCLOTRON

By K. R. MacKenzie, F. H. Schmidt, J. R. Woodyard and L. F. Wouters.
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Design of the Radio-frequency System for the l84-Inch Cyclotron

by

K. R. MaoKenzie., F. H. Sohmidt*~ J. R. Woodyard
and L. F. Wouters

GENERAL FEATURES

The design of the radio-frequency system for the 184-inch cyclotron

was started about April, 1946, shortly after the suocessful demonstration of _

the synchro-cyclotron principle by the 37-inch cyclotron at Berkeley(l).

Initial thoughts regarding the exaet form of t~ design were varied, but a

single dee with some form of mechanical frequency modulation by a rotating

condenser were fairly certain features. Consideration was given to the

arrangement in which a rotating condenser is mounted directly at the rear

of the dee, but eventually it was decided to build a high power version of

the system used on the 37-inch cyclotron. This system had been tested, and

although cumbersome, it seemed easier to design and build and was known to

work; in retrospect, the excepti onal ease of operation of the 184··inch cyclo-

tron may be attributed in no small measure to this decision and to the experi-

enee gained with the smaller synchro-cyclotron.

The rf resonant system thus consists of a single dee and separate

rotary capaei tor connected by a transmission line, operating wi th a node near

the middle, i.e., essentially the half-wave mode. The frequenoy range required

for 200 Mev deuterons is 11.5 to 9.8 me.; additional leeway is provided for

tolerance and adjustment. It may be worth-while to review the considerations

involved in the initial choice of this arrangement for the 37-inch and

subsequently for the l84-inch cyclotrons:

*Now at tho Univorsity of California at Los Angoles.
**Now at tho linivorsity of Washington, Soattlo.

(l)Richnrd~on, Mt:'.oKonzio, Lofgren, Wri.ght. Phys. Rev. ~, 669 (1946)
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1. The rotary capacitor could operate outsido of the magnetic field~

2. Dee and capacitor design and conBtruction could proceed independent-

lye (This saved considerable time, as the dee design was essentially C'Omplete
,

befol"e a number of basic questions regarding the rest of the rf system had

been answered.)

3. Many of the problems involved in the design of the canacitor had

boen worked out.

4. Vacuum systems for the cyclotron dee and for the capacitor could be

independent; little was known at that time concerning the relative vacuum

requirements of the ~{O units.

5. It was shown in the 37-inch cyclotron, that positive bias on the

dee very often increased the beam current, and it was felt desirable to retain

the possibility of similarly biasing the l84-inch dee. In addition, a bias on

the dee is the surost way of providing a sweeping field to remove electrons

trapped in an rf discharge.

6. Tho oscillator could bo coupled to the rf system in air near the

nodal point of the transmission lines, greatly simplifying oscillator design

and adjustment.

7. The system is readily adjustable to give the desired shape of dee

voltage versus frequency.

Tho 37-inch cyclotron had beon intended as a modol to test only

the synchro-cyclotron principle in the caso where the relativistic mass incroasG

was 11 per cent; with a similar choice of rf system for the 184-inch cyclotron#

i.t became more nearly a true scale model than originally anticipated. A now

oscillator was then built for the 37-inch cyclotron, mechanically similar to

the contemplated 184-inch oscillator, of which the construction and theory of

operation have boen described in a previous papor(2).

(2) K. R. MacKenzie and V. Waithman, Rov. Sci. Instr. Doc. 1947.

II
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For the accurate determination of resonant system dimensions and

charactoristics~ as well as coupling and porformance of tho oscillator, it

was necessary to build a scale model of the complete 184-inch rf system.

These tests were not started until a most probable mechanical layout had been

completed~ based on approximate calculations. Final mechanical design and

model tosts wore then initiated simultaneously~ and tho formor was altorod

from time to time as indicated by rosults from the latter. Howov()r~ because

of its relativoly straightforward nature ~ tho design of the dee was already

almost completo.

DESIGN OF RESONJ,N'l' SYSTEM

As montionod~ tho theoretical frequency shift required is 11.5 to

9.8 me.; at the timo it was considerod undesirable to have the frequency-time

curve convex upward in any part of the useful rango. It was thus decidodto

allow most of whatever extra rango was provided~ at the high frequency end;

the ions could then start (as well as finish) where tho curvo was concavo

upward. The desirable frequency limits wero tentatively set at 12.5 and 9

me. In order to insure that the higher limit would bo sufficiently high~

the initial layout was designed for oporation betlll[oon 13 and 9.5 me. It was

planned to increase tho line length in order to lo,~r both limits if necessary~

by insertion of an extre lino section. For this reason~ tho oscillator and

rotary condenser are mounted on a truck which can move back as much as 3 foet

on rails. The rail arrangement also permits more facile assembly and dis-assombl:

of tho rf system as well as wi thdrawal of' the dee f.ace plate (also mounted on

a truck) from the vacuum tank.

It was obvious~ ths.t if tho rotary condenser W8.S to be in a

negligibly weak field~ tho lino conneoting the doe to the condonser had to bo

quite long~ and consoquently of the lowest possible impedance (around 10 ohms).

An easy way to roduce impedance was to add linos in para1lol~ which had the
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advantage over a single low i4Pttdanoo line, that something like an optimum

ratio of inner to outer conductor could be maintained.

Sinoe it soemed mechanically desiro.ble to support both the doe

and the rotary condensor stator assembly on sots of four largo insulator~,

a four lino system was the natural choice. Tho arrangement sho~vn in Figs.

1 and 2 has tho advantage of permitting almost any desired degree of coupling

to tho oscillator without tho use of auxiliary transmission lines. It con

voniently permits an oscillator structuro which fits in the distance between

tho capa.ci tor md the doe tank.

Tho inner transmission line conductors consist of rolled sheot copper

cylinders wi th appropriate cut-outs for tho coupling loops, wa.ter lines and

so forth. They are supported directly by thoir connections to the correspond

ing dee and oondenser insulators. Tho outer transmission line conductor

consists of an aluminum angle frame mounted on a truck, with provisions for

increasing its length by repla~eablo end sections. This frame is tho support

for copper-lined masonite panels, reinforced on the edges by aluminum angles.

To minimize rf power lossos, all steel surfaces exposed to rf

fields are copper-plated. Wherever pressure oontacts exist outside of the

vacuum systems, good contact is established by the usc of strips of thin soft

copper shoet backed by foam rubber pads. Osci.llator doors and transmission

line covers are lined in this mannor all around thoir odges; under prossure

from suitable 0 lamp" those contact strips doform to match tho irregUlarities

of tho surfaces which they contact, henoe increasing manyfold tho contaot

area for rf current flow.

The de~' design progressed quite rapidly, tho principal critorion .

being that the vacuum gap be sufficient to Withstand 50 kilovolts rf at tho

accelerating gap. Consequently, a minimum of 3" spacing was employed in the

vicinity of' tho open fron,t ond of the doc; noar tho roar end, (i.o. supported
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ehd.) a tninitnUtn of 2" was alltlwod, ;n I3hapo, the deo tapot's from El. maxi.mum

width of 15' 3" to a width of 4 t 3it , at the same time thickening from a height

of 7" to a height of 36ft at the back end (Fig~ 3) where the vacuum space bulges

out around the pole pieces as illustratod, Its structure consists osse~tially

of a o.oppor covered frame having cross wise reinforcing membors, at tho be.ck

of which are attached four long sturdy threaded shafts. Those shafts support

tho weight of tho doe on tho four dee insulators, the mecharLical system being

so -erranged thE< t the upper two insulators a.re under puro compress ion, the

lower two under pure tension. Tho threads permit slight lateral and vertical

adjustmont of the dee position. The rf current is carried through the in-

sulators by meons of largo shoot copper cylinders.

The rf liners are simply copper sheots bolted to the magnet polo

faces wi thin the vacuum chamber. Thoir roar edgos are crimped over the edge

of tho vaouum tc..nk opening s 0 that up on fas toning the deo facep lato, they

oontact a coppor shoot lining on that faCb plato, thereby completing the rf

current return path within the vacuum systom. On tho air side of the doo face

plato, the return path for the ct~ront carried to the condonser by tho trans-

mission lines, is formed by the transmission line housing, whose onds are

firmly connectod to tho insulator flanges both at tho doc faco plate and at

the condonser vacuum tank cover plato.

Tho oondenser copies the 37-inch rotary capacitor design in its

fundamQntal aspects(3). It is similar in general appearanco, but of course

has many more sets of blades as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A total of seven disks,

two foot in diameter, with 24 teoth oach, arc used in the rotor; the 8 sto.tor

rings with a matching set of blades arc mountod by me ans of four cylindrioal

stoms onto tho four largo insulators, which aro in turn fastoned to tho con-

donser vaouum tank oover plato. Tho rotor ground coupling capacitor consists

(3)F. H. Schmidt, Rov, Sci. Instr., 22, 301 (1946).
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of soven solid rotor disks spaced .05" from a similar sot of grounded disks.

In order to prevont appreciable byp&ssing of rf current through tho stoel

rotor shaft, the rotor parts 0.1'0 fastened to tho shaft by means of tt,V'o doughnut

like zircon insulators. The shaft is hollow and carries water cooling .through

a concentric pipe arrangement to the soalod hollow space within tho rotor in

sulator. Because of tho rosidual capacitance of tho rotor to its shaft of

100 ~~f or so, it is nooessary to protect the bearings at each end of the

rotor shaft by sets of brushes which bypass the residual rf curront.

The condenser rotor is mounted on the sume stool plate as the stator

insulator assembly in ordor to f acili tate alignment of the two sets of teoth.

The entire weight of the rotor is supported on a set of bearings fastoned to

this plato. It is drivon by a remllvo.b)..o shaft which engages tho rotor at

the other end and which also servos as a means of introducing tho cooling

water. This permits easy accessibility sinco the sholl-like capacitor vacuum

tank, and tho driving shaft, together with the vacuwn pumps are mounted on a

truck which may be moved complotely out of tho wayan tho rail system. The

rail arrangement is shmvn in Fig. 1. In practice during ropairs and overhauls,

the oapacitor cover plate (which is also mounted on its own truck), remanis

undisturbed. As was later determined, tho effoctiva capc,city remgo of' this

rotary condenser is 400 ~~f to 2400 ~~.

It should be mentioned that extensive air and wuter cooling is

providod for all surfaces carrying rf current, since operation at a power

level as high as 100 kilowatts was originally contemplated. The condenser

stator rings and support stems are cooled by copp~r water lines soldered to

thorn, as arc the insulator flanges end doc support stems. Likewise the dee

and linors have a labyrinthian network of cooling pipes. All such pipos at

rf potential are brought to sots of hoso connections in the vicinity of tho

nodal region; those connocting sections also sorvo to cool the transmission
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lines. Tho water circuit is complotod to ground potential by meuns of sets

of flexible polyethylene tubing, each sovoro.l feet long. Troo.tod wate1' of

low conductivity is usod hero to minimize current loako.ge 1'esulting from tho

dee bias volto.go.

Air blast cooling from 0. blower is directed onto tho rotary condon-

ser insulators; this o.ir exits mainly by being funneled past tho doc support

insulators. On its way through tho transmission line housing it servos to

cool tho outor panols. Total air flow in this system is about 2000 c.f.m.

A major structural and electrical problem in connoction with tho

resonant system design was posed by the food-through support insulators used

for both tho doe and tho condenser stator stems. These o.ro 15 inches in die.-

meter and 18 inohes long. A test apparatus consisting essentially of a high-Q

quartor"wo.vo rosonsnt lino wc.s constructod(4). At tho open end of the Uno;

tho insulators could be operated undor simulated vacuum and 0 lectrical cyolotron

condi tions. Over 50 kilavol ts tif could be devoloped c.cross the insuh,tor o.t

13 mc by a 5 kilowatt oscil10.tor. Dimensions and oloctrical arrangement arc

illustrated in Fig. 6. Under the most sevaro test conditions, o.ir blast

cooling of tho insulators w~s found necessary.

Tho some apparatus was employod to meo.sure breakdown between test

condenser blades under conditi ons likely to prev-ail in tho actual rotary

capacitor. It Wo.s found that a .08011 gnp between copper or copper-platod

surfaces having a reasonable polish would hold a maximum of 50 kilovolts at

13 mc at a prossure of about 5 x 10-6 rnm~ It Was therefore expected that 0.

voltage of about 40 kv could be hold in the oporating unit. Tho behavior of

the capacitor and of tho insulators in actual practice will be discussed.

SCALE MODEL TESTS

The design had thus progressod a long way, oven though a number

(4)F. H. Schmidt, High Frequency Insulator and Vacuum Breakdown Tests, AEC
Roport No. MDDC-473 (Declassified)
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of dimensions ,rore not well established. Tho rotary condenser capaoitanco

and tho transmission line length woro partidularly uncertain. but beoause of

tho flexible arrangement, thoy dould bo euaily adjusted within roasonably

certain 1imits~ For tho aocurr",te dctlrrm:1.na.ticnof those vulues, as well as

for determining rf power requirements und testing oscillator layout designs,

it was necessary to build a scale modol of tho rf system. For reasons of

convonience, a quarter scale was chosen (Fig. 7). The resonant frequency

is thon increased fourfold t~d all inductanoes and capacitances are reduced

by 0. factor of four'. Tho frequoncy runge is thus around 40 to 50 me, which

is still not too high to bo hundlod by ordinary triodes. For a givon doo

voltage, tho required power is doublod. If m accurately sCD.lod version of

the coupling arrungemont is usod, the impedanco as seon by tho oscillator is

halved, the Q of the scaled system boing one-half tho Q of tho actual

system.

The criterion used for determining the ca.po.ci tanoe und line longth,

besides that imposed by the frequency ra.nge, was that the capacitor voltago

should not ,exceod tho dee vol tr.cge Let the highest frequency. This is of courso

realized if the minimum capacity of the condensor just equals the effective

capacity of the doo. Tho b~sis for this adjustment of tho resonrunt system

is that sinco tho insulators are tho woakost link in tho rf systom, it is

proforable to arro.nge mntters so thnt the condensor insulators are not under

any worse condition than the dee insulators.

The scalo model tests immediately showed thnt under such conditions,

the line length in air would have to bo about 10 foot; at 12.5 me tho required

capacitance would then havo to be 700 ~~f; o.t 10 me it would have to be 1850

~. Tho doe and condonser voltcge boccme equal at about 13.5 me whore tho

minimum capacitance is 500 ~~f. This indicated that tho effective doe

capaci tunco would be 500 ~lJ.f, evon though a co.paci tunco me asurornent indicatod
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it to be leOO ~f. To tho extent of this difforence, the doc acts as a

line; because of its appreciable size relativo to a wave length.

In the initial scale tests, a large parallcl plato condensor having

polystyrene insula ti on was substituted for the rota.ry capacitor. Variation

in capacitance was obtained by changing the gap. For the final frequency

and power measurements, a quarter-scale rotary capacitor which is shown in

Fig. 8 was employed. It was correct in all respects, except that the ground

coupling capacitor and zircon shaft insulator were omitted. A stack of copper

disks was inserted in the r£ current path behind the rotor to simulate the

loss in the coupling capacitor. The tests with this model showed that the

minimum capacity was so low that the condenser voltage was already 25%

higher than the dee voltage at 12.5 mc. Padding capacitors were then added

to the transmissi.on lines at the condenser insulator flange in order to

increase the minimum capaci ty and provide some degree of frequency range

adjustment. Their effect at the low frequency end is negligible, however,

since the voltage node has then shifted quite close to them.

Initially the model condenser blades were bare steel. As had been

expected, the Q dropped by a factor of two at the lowest frequency, so all

surfaces were copper-plated. Measurements then showed that the condenser

should absorb only 25% - 30% of the total rt input power when fully meshed.

The initial estimates of p01~r loss in the resonant system disregard

ing losses in the rotary oapaoitor, indicated an rf power requirement of about

75 kilowatts for a dee voltage of 45 kilovolts. For these tests, a t.P.t.g.

35 T oscillator was connected to the front edge of the dee, the model resonant

circuit acting as the tuned plate impedance. Power measurements were made by

comparison of input power for the 13 erne optically determined plate temperature

under oscillating and under non-oscillating conditions.
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THE OSCILLATOR

The choice of a grounded grid oscillator was an almost foregone

conclusion in view of the unequalled success of this arrangement in all

recent Radiation Laboratory rf installations requiring high power at

moderately high frequencies. The oscillator oircuit was chosen identical

to that of the 37-inch oscillator, since this type of circuit produces the do

sirOd(5)rf dee voltage rise during aoceleration (Fig. 9). Full power is

needed only at the lowest frequency, 37-inoh experience indicating that

average power was about 25% less than maximum power.

The only oommercial tube suitable for grounded grid operation in

this power range is the 9C2l. rated at 9 amps plate current for 17 kv plate

voltage at 12 me. It was planned to install this tube together with its

assooiated oircuit elements in a large shielded enclosure whose rear wall

would form essentially one side of the transmission line housing, as shown in

Fig. 10., In its final form the oscillator tube jacket is supported by a

large ceramic insulator near the right side of the oscillator box. A

horizontal partition shields the cathode oircuit from the plate circuit, the

tube being insertod in its jacket through a suitable hole in that partition.

The choice of a 4-line resonant system makes it very easy to couple

plate and cathode loops thereto with the shortest possible uncoupled lengths.

These emerge through the rear wall of the oscillator box, each opposite a

transmission line, and fit into~slots cut in those lines to achieve maximum

coupling with adequate high voltage clearance. These slots may be seen in

Fig. 2. The end of each loop is thus automatically located opposite the

particular tube electrode to which it connects. The plate loop (lower) is

directly grounded to the oscillator box at its other end. The high voltage

power supply thus operates with its positive side grounded, eliminating the

necessity of supplying low-conductivity water to the tube jaoket, the water
(5)

Bohm and Foldy, Phys. Rev. 2!, 649-661, Oct. 15 (1947).
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lines being piped through the plate loop, The dat~ode lQ~p (upper), which

is bypassed to ground at its far end by means of a ring of 10 fixed ~aeuum

condensers (about 500 ~~f total), s9rves as one side of the filament heating

cirouit, the other side consisting of 4 heavy cables passing through the

loop. The ring of high-vacuum condensers also acts as the cathode circuit

phasing capacitor to correct for the phase difference introduced betvreen

cathode voltage and plate voltage by the cathode loop self-i.nductance,

Adjustment is obtained by exchanging one or more of the condensers for one

or morc of different value.

The grid is grounded for rf voltage by a similar ring of fifteen

50 ~~ capacitors. The total capacity is chosen so that in conjunction

with the grid leak, its charging time is small enough when compared to the

charging time of the resonant circuit to prevent intormi ttent oscillation.

In this coupling loop arrangement there exists a negligible amount

of coupling between plate and cathode circuits, consequently that parasitic

mode in which most of the energy is in the plate loop, cannot be excited.

The degree of amplitUde modulation depends on the plate-loop resonant

frequency, decreasing in percentage as this frequency is raised as far as

possible above the cyclotron frequency. On the other hand, if the plate-loop

resonant frequency can coincide with a harmonic of the doe system frequency,

a serious dip will oocur in oscillation amplitUde as the fm cyclo passes

through that frequency. Since the tUbe capacity and loop inductance put an

upper limit to the plate loop frequency of about 20 me, it was nocessarily

lowered by addition of the vacuum capacitors shovm between water jacket and

ground, until the frequency was under 18 mc (twice the lower limit of the

cyclotron frequency). Again, this can be adjusted by exchange of vacuum con

densers, hence serving as a convenient means of control of the percentage of

amplitUde modulation.
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This argument does not apply to the fil~ent loop, so that its

frequency was made as high as posiible by taking grout pains to reduce the

self-inductanco not serving as mutual inductance in the dee circuit. This

has the desirable effects of reducing the phase shift botween cathode and

plate rf voltage, and of insuring that the excitation represents a fairly

constant frac~ion of the dee voltage. Aotually, because of tho dee voltage

risa with lowered frequency, the excitation also rises, although not quito

so rapidly. This is desirablo, since the tube must supply considerably more

power at the low frequency end, and consequently requiros more cathodo driving

voltage. l~ile this power increase is principally due to the increaso in

deo voltage, it is also in part duo to the fact that the condenser lossos are

greatost when the teeth are fully meshed.

In connection wi th the problem of oscillator design, the impression

should not be gained that the design finally attained and described here was

initially so definite. ~fuile all of this actually already existod on drafting

boards, the oscillator model tests described below gave the confirming evidence

which resulted in construction and assembly. In partiCUlar, the principal

unknown which could only be roughly estimated was the mattor of loop size end

coupling.

It is perhaps worth mentioning a few additional facts about the

components and thoir arrangement before proceoding to the matter of model

oscillator tests.

Tho filamont heating power is provided by a specially insulated

transformer having appropriatoly poor rogulation characteristics to meet

tho specifications of the tube mm1ufacturor in connection wi~h limiting the

initial tube heating current. A set of line phase factor corrocting con

densers can bo seon, in the photo in their rack above the filament transformer.

Tho secondary is enclosed in a slottod Faraday shield which oxtends away from
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the transformer and is connected peripherally to a copper sheet duct within

which copper bus bar conducts tho filament current into tho uppe~ loft-hand

oscillator compartment. The transformer is air blast cooled, both by residual

air flowing down through tho duct, and by a small blowor directed on the

primary and the core. The bus bar terminato§ on two, largo mica condensers

which bypass any residual,rf current to ground and which sorvo as supports

for tho two filament chokos. These are necessary becauso of tho rf phasing

voltago appearing at the cnd of tho cathode loop. Their upper ends are

connocted, one to the cathodo loop itself, the otherto tho 4 concentric filament

loads previously mentioned. Throughout the filament circuit, tho two sides

arc Qxtensivoly bypassed to each othor at strategic points, ~o prevent rf

voltago from appearing across t he tube fi lamont or tho transformer win:ling.

Tho grid choke is likowiso nooded oocauso about 8% of the plate

rf voltago appears across tho grid grounding capacitor. Tho grid leak is

mo~ntod on insulato~s on one of tho oscillator house doors (sao below);

connection is mado automatically by a pair of clips and jacks which ongage

when the door is shut. This resistanco consis't.s of twenty-oight 10,000 ohm,

200 watt rosistors in serios-parallel, (1400 ohms net) and constitutes ono

good reason for supplying air blast cooling to tho oscillator enclosure.

Booause the grid oircuit is at high d.c. voltage, a special circuit was

devised (Fig. 9) to allow tho grid current' to be road diroctly at the

control desk.

Peak mading voltmeters are installed to road rf plate vol tago,

positive rf grid ~wing and rf cathode Gxcitation. To prevent tho disastrous

consequenoos of positive d.c. grid ~ing, a rectifier is bridgod across tho

grid leak. Its filament voltage is dorived through a small shieldod trans

former from the 9C21 filament supply.

Tho walls of the osoillator enclosure arc made of 1/411 stool, as
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are the 4 doors; the innor face, or back, is made of 1/2u steel. Consequontly,

this house serves as a magnetic shield for tho oscillator tube~ A crude

replica (1/16 size) was tested by tho magnetic measurements group at the

Radiation Laboratory, using the 1/16-soa10 184-inch model magnet, end this

shielding was found sufficiently offective, the field boing cut from 140 Gauss

to loss than 20 Gauss. This is further reduced at the 9C21 elements by moans

of a 1/2 tr stoel sleeve slipped ovor the cooling jacket. The magnetic forco

on the oscillator box ~ounts howevor to 450 1bs. In addition to the hori

zontal steol partition there is also a central vertical partition. In the

uppor half it consists of a polystyrene plato, which acts as an air stro~

baffle and as n support for tho grid choke •. In the lower half it is made

of stool as a further rf shield between plato circuit and tho filamont trans

former located in tho lower 10ft-hand compartment. To reduce loss from exposed

iron, the inside of the oscillator box is coppor-?latod. When shut, tho doors

are firmlycomprossed against an "rf gasket" arrangement as describod in

connection with tho transmission line housing, by moans of numorous largo

hinged O-olamps.

Air cooling is supplied to tho right half of the box by a blowor

whose air blast is dirocted on the tube filament seals by moans of polystyrene

gUides. From thero the air is funnelod past the ring of grid bypass condensers

and the grid and anode seals by cylindrical polystyrene guides. On the loft

side, a second blower cools tho grid leak. Tho air thon loaks out through

the fil~ent lead duct as doscribod, and aro~nd the cathode phasing capacitors

to supp10ment the air cooling to tho transmission lino box.

OSCILLATOR MODEL TESTS

For the purpose of coupling loop measuremonts, it was nocessary

to olectrica1ly duplicate in tho Beale modol, tho behavior of the 9021. Tho

only low-power tube then available which soomod to fit tho scale requiremonts,
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in Fig. 12. In this model, a true quarter-scalo oscillator box, coupling

loops, condensers ~d dummy 9021 wero roproducod. The intereleotrode

capacitios woro duplioated by midgot capacitors, tho internal grid support

inductanee Was duplicatod by small wires, the vaouum capacitor rings were

duplioated by ring-shaped polystyrene-insulated capacitors. Tho scalo ro-

sonant 'system was thon excitod by the t.p.t.g. 35T as described, Md moe.sure-

menta were made at the various "dummy" electrodes. Togothor with tho known,

characteristics of the 9021 and the behavior of the 304TL model, tho rosults

of thoso tests gavo the most accurato possible ostimate of required loop sizo

and coupling.

OPER1~TING CONDITIONS AND EXPERIENCES

lui tiul tests of the full scale rf system shown in Fig. 13 dis-

closod a ro-entrant cavity resonator mode botwoen the twu polo piacos of tho

magnet with the vacuum tank walls as the roturn circuit resonant noar tho

lower froquenoy limit. This was easily supprossed by strapping the polo

pioces together at their outer edgo. It was also found that tho froquoncy

range did notoxtend low enough by almost ono megacycle" even Qftor 0xtensivo

padding of the resonant system. Since the extra line scction had not boen

made, the easiest solution was tho romoval of ono of the two transmission lines

not associated with the oscillator coupling systom. This more than sufficient-

ly roduced tho frequonoy limits (about 10,10). vVhilo tho effect of this chango

hc.d previously beon moasured on the medal, it had not boon seriou,sly intended

that c corroction bo made in this wny. Tho consequont reduction in efficionoy

was of no importance, as tho high rf dec voltage of tho 40 kv was not found

nocessary. The evident discrepancy in transmission line longth was oventually

tracod to a cumulativo orror of [.bout two inchos in vccrious small orrors in

modol dimonsions.

Tho plato circuit resonant frequency turnod out to be too closo to
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the second harmofitci Or th~ lrlWbr limit of freq~onc~ modu~ation as evidenced

by sovero amplitude modulation. Considero.blo plato oape.city was evontually

added to improve thi,s situation. Tho luok of sensitivity of tho beam to

even such severo amplitUde modulation is of particular into rest. Fig. 14

plots the amplitUde and frequency modulations as a function of time. Insofar

as cathode oxcitation is oonornod, it appears adoquate over tho frequoncy

range of deuteron acceloration, though not being as groat as anticipatod at

tho extreme low frequenoy end.

Under vacuum, some difficulty was experienced duo to discharge in

tho largo spaces around tho dee. It 'was eo.sily shown that rf fiold conditions

can exist which permit electrons to oxocute rosonant oscillations at those

frequencies and the appearanco of tho discharges seom to fit such a theory

fairly wolle In the particular case of those discharges qUito far removed

from tho immodiate vicinity of tho doo, whore the rf fiold is relatively

woak, the picture .of resonant electrons fits bettor than does tho picture

of thQ non-rosonant typo .of dischnrgoas exists in Philips ion gages. It

is suspectodthat socondnry electron multiplioation (ltmultipactor action!t)

may also be taking place. This docs not procludothe Philips gage typo of

dischc.rgo near tho dee, since hore IAn electron has ample time and o~Clrgy to

porform numorous vertical oxcursions during a positivQ rf cyolo. All discharges

wore eliminated by cutting down tho available volume by means of porforatod

shio lds ~round tho side s of the doe, by adding 0. groundo d "dummy" dee end by

applying a negntivo bias to the doe as shown in Fig. 15

Thoro is sufficient magnetic fio ld o.t the rote.ry condensor to

allow a Philips gago discharge when positive bias is nppliod; a nogativo

bias is therefore imporo.tive. Fortunatoly tho beam docs not scorn sensi tiVQ

to bias, as it often was in tho 37-inch cyclotron with positive bias voltage.

Tho incree.so in bODIn obtainod thoro, may presumably have boon duo to just

/
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such a discharge which inereaSed tho idh supply ne~ the ion source.

Several days after the het\!ft wr.s obtcrinod wi th but 15 kv rf doe

voltage(6), troubles occurred with the rotary capacitor, characterized by

increasing sparking and mechc..nicul sticking. This was found to'be duo to

warpage of tho copper-plated stainless steol disks used in tho bypass con-

denser becQ.uS0 of poor heat conduction. Spc.cings wore increasod, but this

afforded only temporary relief. Coppor replacement parts then became avail-

able and no furthor difficulties have occurred since their installation.

The blade gap only holds c..bout 30 kv rf and this may be attributablo

to the lessened clearanco (.06" instead of .08 11 ) in the final unit, in addition

to the severe ovorall roughening of the surfaces by discharges taking placo

during bo.koout and sometimes during operation. Occasional water leaks occur

around the rotor insulator g£l.skets, but thoso have boen insufficiontly fre"

quont to warrant any major revision.

The rf insulator~ have given no trouble whatever since installation

ono yoar ago, though at tho timo of assembly, their fragility was evidonced

insofar as shear foroes wore concerned. The care taken in insuring that only
,

pure tension and compression forces would be appliod was thus well justified.

The average power required for a given dee voltage is essentially

the same as predictod from tho modol and is around 40 kilowatts' for an ampli-

tude vuriation from 20 to 30 kilovolts through the fm cyclo. Provision was

made in the power supply for arbitrary amplitudo modulation by insertion of

three parallel 893 power triodos in the d.c. plato power circuit, but they

have boen used thus far only as current limiters and volt~ge adjusters.

The authors wish to express their gratitUde to Professor E. O.

Lawrenc'o and the stoff of tho Radiation Lc,borc;tory for c.dvico and oncourage-

ment throughout the progress of tho work. In particular, tho assistanco end

(6)l;3robock, Lawrenco, ot 0.1, Phys. Rev • .!!., 44~ (1947)
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suggestions of W. M.Brobeekj R. L. thorhtdh, E. M. McMillan and L. w.

Alvaroz huvo boen groatly ~ppreciuto~. The authors also wish to th~k

cer~ain groups of people in tho laboratory who contributod do small port

to 'the successful operation of the rf systom for tho 184-inch cyclotron.

The model tests and high voltage tosts wero conductod by J. Riodel, R.

Anderson, F. Yeater and W. H.Baker. Tho motoring and control circuits

wore devisod by C. Park and J. C. Kilpatrick, and tho mechanical parts

wore dosignod by J. Boll, R. Poters and O. Calb.h!l11 undor the direction

of W. M. Brobeck.

This paper is based on work performed at tho Radiation Laboratory,

University of California, Borkeloy, California, under contract No. W-7405

Eng.48, with the Atomic Enorgy Commission.
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